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ICISPE 2016
Participants’ Term of
Reference

SEMARANG, SEPTEMBER 5TH-7TH, 2016

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON INDONESIAN SOCIAL AND POLITICAL ENQUIRIES (ICISPE)
ICISPE is an annual event held by Faculty of Social and Political Sciences, Diponegoro University. This
conference is initiated based on the principle of inclusive and collaborative in science and knowledge
development. In other words, not only opens opportunities for academicians to conduct research and
discuss salient issues on social-political studies with other fellow academicians, this conference is also
aimed to invite active participation from every element of interested stakeholders, thus able to bridge
theoretical and practical field in approaching problems. This inclusive and multidisciplinary
collaboration will be accommodated in a series of events consist of forum discussion, research, and
publication. More specifics, this conference is organized to strengthen studies on Indonesian socialpolitical issues by inviting not only national experts but also those from around the world. ICISPE
brings Indonesia as the center of discussion as we recognize its unique social-political modality, which
is multicultural democratic country as a home for the biggest Muslim community in the world. This
unique position both in research and discussion will become the core idea embedded in this
conference and will be developed in every year of its continuation. In this conference, participants will
be invited to discuss contemporary social-political phenomena in Indonesia, thus able to enhance
understanding and propose cutting edge solution to respond such problems.
Initiated as a scientific forum, ICISPE is also can be utilized as a social forum to expand networks
between participants, who are representation of academicians and practitioners; the engine of
science advancement and community development. In addition, to introduce the participants to the
core idea this conference, ICISPE choses Semarang as its venue. We consider Semarang as a city of
true living reflection of Indonesian multiculturalism. In this context, ICISPE also can be a social-cultural
forum for participants to have more understanding on Indonesia’s uniqueness through live
experience in its local representation; that is Semarang. Thus, to deliver comprehensive experience
on the issue, ICISPE will provide participants with three main agendas. First, general lecturing from
experts on conference’s theme through plenary session. Second, plenary and class discussion as
dissemination session for participants to share conceptual or research results on selected topics.
Third, exhibition provided for participants to share their results through non-conventional media.
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ICISPE 2016
Speakers
ICISPE 2016 invites prominent figures in their fields as speakers in this forum. As keynote speaker, we
invite Minister of Research, Technology, and Higher Education, Prof. H. Mohammad Nasir, Ph.D., Akt.,
as keynote speaker to open this conference. We also invite Governor of Central Java, Ganjar Pranowo,
and Associate Professor Leonard C. Sebastian (Indonesian Program Coordinator, Rajaratnam School of
International Studies, Nanyang Technology University, Singapura) as speakers in plenary session.
Participants
This conference invites academicians and practitioners who interested in Indonesian social and
political issues to actively participate as presenters and audiences. All qualified papers will get
opportunity to be presented in plenary sessions. Participants who are not presenting their papers can
actively involve in discussion both in plenary session and or class discussion. This conference expects
100 speakers and 500 audience to participate in ICISPE 2016.
Date and Venue
Day: Monday – Wednesday
Date: September 5th- 7th, 2016
Venue: FISIP Undip Campus
Prof. Sudharto, SH. St., No. 13, Tembalang, Semarang
Tentative Agenda
Time
Day I Mon, 5
September
2016

Main Agenda
Morning






Opening
Keynote Speech (M. Nasir, Ph. D.
Minister of Research, Technology and
Higher Education)
Panel Plenary Session I:
- Localizing Globalization in Theory
(Assoc. Prof. Leonard Sebastian, RSIS
Singapura)
- Localizing Globalization in Practice
(Ganjar Pranowo, Governor of
Central Java)
- Localizing Globalization
(Representative of HIPIIS)*

Side Agenda
Exhibition:
All participants
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Day
II

Day
III

Tue, 6
September
2016

Wed, 7
September
2016

Noon



Morning



Noon



Panel Plenary Session II:
- Globalizing Local Product (Irwan
Hidayat, PT Industri
Jamu dan Farmasi Sido Muncul, Tbk)
- Localizing Globalization
(Representative of DRN)*
- Indonesia in Global Arena*
Panel Cluster Discussion
- National Integration and Social
Harmonization
- Information Technology and
Communication
Panel Cluster Discussion:
- Local Autonomy and
Decentralization

Exhibition:
All participants

Exhibition:
All participants

Morning 

Exhibition:
All participants

Noon

Exhibition:
All participants

Panel Cluster Discussion III:
- Art and Culture/Creative Industry
- Human Development and National
Competitiveness
 Closing

Plenary Session
Plenary session will be opened by keynote speech delivered by distinguished figure invited by the
committee. After joining this session, we expect participants will have basic understanding about the
chosen theme, “Localizing Globalization”. Departing from this introduction in keynote speech session,
the agenda is followed by plenary session led by prominent experts in respected field. Collaborative
discussion led by these prominent figures is expected to provide provisional understanding for
participants in exploring specific topics though in-depth discussion in successive session.
Panel Discussion
This session is derivation from the preceded agenda aimed to be an in-depth discussion forum for
participants. Panel discussion will be opened for seven topics with three speakers for each session.
Exhibition
Exhibition is a side event held during the three-day conference ICISPE 2016. Using non-conventional
and creative media for publication, this event embodied the spirit of progressiveness and principle of
inclusiveness. Through this exhibition, we aim to capture public’s attention in order to expand our
research dissemination and publication coverage. We also invite students to join this event where
they can disseminate and publish their research results, as we realize that early inclusion in science
and knowledge forum for young generation is important to develop and nurture their passion, and
thus not only encourage but also inspire them to actively contribute to society and humanity.
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CALL FOR PAPER
“LOCALIZING GLOBALIZATION”
Background
In 2016, ICISPE emphasizes “Localizing Globalization” as its theme in the upcoming conference, which
emerged from the urgency to connect globalization as a structure and practices from agents in their
every daily life within national jurisdiction. Globalization which is triggered by rapid transportation and
communication technology development have pushed and fostered economic, social, a political
converging process in this contemporary era. As a main power to shape global structure, globalization
is inevitable thus the best chance available for all agents is to give responds on this challenges and
opportunity by optimizing endowed modalities.
In this context, globalization which brought homogenization is positioned as opposing yet threatening
power in contrast to local characters and uniqueness, which have been already long rooted in the
society. In other words, the concept of “global society” which is built on globalization as its foundation
is negated with the concept of “local wisdom” as actualization of local modalities, so that both
concepts are contradictive and counterproductive. Based on this general perception problem, ICISPE
2016 is aimed to develop understanding on positive mutual relations from both concepts.
Objectives




To identify and analyze connection between globalization and localization;
To develop knowledge on how to maintain, strengthen, thus revitalize local wisdom in
globalization era;
To enhance communication and develop network between stakeholders within social and
political science and other related discipline.

Topics
Participants (speakers and audiences) of ICISPE 2016 will present and or discuss selected issues
derived from “Localizing Globalization” from social and political science. Topics proposed in this
conference are but not limited to:






National integration and social harmonization
Local autonomy and decentralization
Information technology and communication
Art and culture/creative industry
Human development and national competitiveness
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Publication
This conference invites academicians and practitioners around the world interested in Indonesian
social and political issues to actively participate as speakers through call for paper selection. Selected
papers will be published in ICISPE’s proceeding.

Author’s Guide






Submitted papers are research or conceptual paper under ICISPE 2016 theme and topics
framework.
Paper must contain:
o Title (maximum 12 words)
o Author(s), with affiliation; written by individual or group (maximum 3 persons),
without academic tittle
o Abstract; 150-300 words, contains issues, paper objectives, methods, findings, and
keywords (3-5 words)
o Introduction
o Finding and analysis
o Closing (conclusion, suggestion)
o References
Written within 15-20 pages A4 sized paper (including abstract, tables, pictures, and
reference), Times New Roman 12 pt, double space
Paper has not been presented and or published both online or offline.

Important Dates
August 8th, 2016
August 9th-12th, 2016
August 13th 2016
August 23rd, 2016
September 5th-7th 2016

Abstract submission deadline
Abstract desk Review
Authors notification
Full paper submission
ICISPE 2016
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Registration and Contribution
To participate in this event, please fill the following form and submit it to the committee by:
 Email
o Address: icispe.undip@gmail.com
o Subject: ICISPE Registration
 Post mail or direct submission
Address:
ICISPE Secretariat
Faculty of Social and Political Science, Diponegoro University
Building A, 2nd Floor
Prof. Sudarto, SH. St., Tembalang, Semarang
Registration Fee

Presenter
Audience
Bank Information
Bank
Account

Early Bird
Rp500.000
Rp250.000

Indonesia
Regular
Rp750.000
Rp400.000

Early Bird
USD50
USD20

International
Regular
USD75
USD30

BNI
329 646 05 (Hedi Pudjo Santoso)

Additional information:
 Kindly confirm your payment by sending us photo or scanned version of transfer receipt right
after making payment through email (icispe.undip@gmail.com; subject: Transfer
Confirmation_[Name]).
 Transferred registration fee cannot be withdrawn.
Conference Facilities:






Conference materials
Seminar kit (bag, ID, notes, pen)
Meals during conference
Certificate
Proceeding (speakers only)
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